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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall discuss some estimates for the resolvent of the 
Schrodinger operator 
H = -A + V(x) = -2 (8/8xj)’ + V(x) 
J=l 
in L2(lR”) in connection with localizations in the phase space RI x Rf. We 
impose the following assumption on V(x): 
(A) V(x) is a real P-function on R” such that for some E,, > 0 
a,aqx> = O(JXI-‘a’-EO) as 1x(--, co 
for all multi-index a. Here 8: = (a/a~,)~~ ... (a/8x,Jan and 1 aI = 
a1 + -.* + a,. 
More specifically, we shall deal with the estimates for the resolvent R(z) = 
(H-z)-’ multiplied by some pseudo-differential operators. Suppose that 
P-functions p* (x, 5) satisfy 
l~~~~p*(x, <)I < C,,(l + IxD-‘“‘(1 + lrl)-‘“’ P-1) 
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(0,” = (4)‘“’ ZJ), and for some E (0 < E < l), 
P*(X, 4 = 0 if *Z-f<--1 +E, (0.2) 
where 2 =x/lx], f= </ItI. Let P, be the pseudo-differential operators 
defined by 
P, f(x) = jj eicXmyjtp* (x, <)f( y) dy d& d< = (27r)-” d<. 
Our aim is to obtain the estimates for the operators P,R@ f iO), 
P, R(I1 f i0) P,, etc., in the weighted Hilbert space LzqS = L2(R “; 
(1 t IxI)*’ dx) (s E R), which we call the micro-local resolvent estimates. 
Our results are summarized in the following three theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let a, > 0 and s > i. Then 
for any 1> a,. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that p* (x, r) satisfy 
inf dis(suppp+ (x, ~3, SUPP P-(X, 4) > 0, 
XERn I I 
where dis(A, B) denotes the distance between two sets A, B c R” and 
suppl p,(x, t) is the support of p,(x, r) as a function of 6 Then 
llP,W l 0 PJllv < w”’ IlflL 
for any 44, N > 0 and 1> a, > 0. 
Choose a P-‘-function x(x) such that x(x) = 1 for 1x1 < 1, x(x) = 0 for 
1x1 > 2 and set Vi(x) = x(xlj) V(X). Let Hi = -A t Vj and R,(z) = 
(Hi-z)-‘. Our third result is 
THEOREM 3. Let p,(x, <) be as in Theorem 2. Then for any M, N > 0 
and A> a, > 0, 
IIP@(a * io) - Rj(a f io)) P+fI(,+, <f j- Q” Ilf II -NT 
where the constant C is independent of j. 
These theorems will be proved in Sections 3, 4, and 5, respectively, where 
we shall state and prove more general theorems from which the above 
theorems follow as simple corollaries. 
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As is well known, the estimates of the boundary values R(iL f i0) of the 
resolvent play fundamental roles in studying the spectral and scattering 
properties of the operator H (see, e.g., Ikebe & Isozaki [3], Ikebe & Saito 
[4], Kitada [6], Saito [9, lo], and the references cited there). The micro- 
local estimates we have introduced in this paper also have important 
applications in the study of the scattering matrix for H. In the forthcoming 
paper, we shall discuss the problems of regularities and singularities of 
scattering amplitudes and also a reconstruction formula of the potential. 
Some of our results have been announced in [5]. 
We should remark that R(A f i0) itself satisfies 
IIW f iO)fll-,< CP” Ilfll, 
for y > i and 2 > a, > 0 [9, lo]. This estimate is best possible in the sense 
that one can never obtain an estimate like R(3, f i0) E B(LZ3S : L2T-‘) for 
some s > 0 and 0 < Y < 4. The micro-localization (the localization in the 
phase space) by the operator P, is, therefore, crucial in our estimates in 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3. 
The methods adopted here are of completely stationary character and are 
based on Agmon’s lecture on the spectral properties of elliptic operators with 
long-range perturbations given at Kyoto University in 1977. The main device 
is, after a suitable localization in the momentum space, to regard R(z)f as 
the solution of an abstract differential equation with pseudo-differential 
operator coefftcients. We can also obtain another proof of the present results 
by a time-dependent method, utilizing a parametrix of the unitary group 
e -itN, which is closely related with the so-called Enss’ method for the 
completeness of wave operators [2] and will be given elsewhere. 
We should finally mention the recent work of Mourre [8] in which he has 
pointed out the importance of the above-mentioned localizations in the study 
of the many-body Schriidinger operators. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we prepare fundamental results concerning the resolvent of 
H, and also an estimate for the solution of an abstract differential equation. 
Let H = -A + V, where V satisfies the assumption (A) stated in the 
introduction and R(z) = (H - z) - ‘. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For a real number s, let L**’ be the totality of 
measurable functions f(x) on Rn such that 
llfll: =I,. (1 + 14)2s LWI’ dx < 00. 
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For two Banach space 4 and &, B(q ; 4) denotes the totality of 
bounded linear operators from & to &. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Limiting Absorption Principle). Let a constant y > i be 
arbitrarily fixed. Then for any 1 > 0, there exists a strong limit 
s-lim,i, R(A f ie) = R(l l i0) in B(L ‘qy; L’v-3. Moreover for any a, > 0 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
I/R@ f iO)fll-,< CL"* Ilfll, (1.1) 
for any 1 > a, andf E LzVv. 
The existence of the limit s-lim,l, R(A f ie) has been proved in Ikebe and 
Saitd [4]. The estimate (1.1) is the result of Saito [9, lo]. 
Choose X(X) E CF(R”) (the smooth functions of compact support) such 
that x(x) = 1 if Ix I < 1, x(x) = 0 if ] x] > 2, and let Vj(x) =x(x/j) V(x). We 
set Hj = -A + Vj, R,(z) = (Hj - z)-‘. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Continuous Dependence on V of the Resolvent). For any 
f E L*,y, Rj(n f i0) f -+ R(,l f i0) f strongly in L*,- y as j + 00. Furthermore 
for any a,, > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 independent of j such that 
IIRj(J f iO)f IILy< CA-‘/2 Ilf IIy (1.2) 
for anyf E L2*Yand J > aO. 
The convergence of R,(l f i0) to R(l f i0) has been proved in Ikebe and 
Isozaki [3]. The estimate (1.2) follows from a careful reexamination of the 
proof of Saitd [9, lo]. 
Let H” denote the Sobolev space of order m, and Hr”,, the local Sobolev 
space. For a real number s, H”‘,’ denotes the space of measurable functions f
such that 
Ilf IIHm.s= 2 Iloaf Ils < O”* lul<m 
We use the shorthand notation (x) = (1 + Ix]‘)“‘. 
THEOREM 1.4 (A Priori Estimate). Suppose u E Hf’, PI L*.’ satisfies the 
equation (-A t V- A) u =f (A > 0). Then for any a, > 0, there exists a 
constant C > 0 such that 
(1) 
(2) 
for any 1 > a,. 
II u IIHLS < w’* II UII, + A- 1’2 llf II,), 
II UlL2.r GC(J II UIIS + IlfllJ7 
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ProoJ First we assume that u has compact support. Multiplying the 
equation by (x)~’ U and integrating by parts we have 
= Re 
1^ 
(x)” fi dx, 
where Re means the real part. One can easily see that 
the left-hand side > 4 ]]~]]fr~.~ - C(l + 1) ]]~]]f, 
the right-hand side < $ ]]f]jf + + I/ u]]:. 
Thus we have 
for a suitable constant C > 0, which proves (1). In the general case, we 
approximate u by functions of compact support; (2) can be proved 
similarly. I 
THEOREM 1.5 (Interpolation Theorem). Let A E B(L**‘; L2-‘) n 
W 2*s+p; L2*‘+q) and satisfv 
II‘4tIlr Gcll IlflL II4fllr+, Gc, llfll,,, 
for any f E CF(R”). Then for any 0 < 8< 1, A E B(L2YS+eP; LZvrteq), and 
IIN- II r+eq G ccF”c~ Ilf Ils+c3p’ 
In fact, we have only to apply Hadamard’s three line theorem to the 
operator A(z) = (x)“~~ A(x)~“-“~. 
The rest of this section is devoted to study some properties of the solution 
of the abstract differential equation, Let X be a Hilbert space and consider 
the differential equation 
f-+(t) =A(0 u(t) +f(t> (-co < t < 0). (1.3) 
The following assumptions are imposed on (1.3). 
(A. 1) u(t) is an X-valued Cl-function of t E (-a, 0] and lim inf,,- o. 
II 4t)ll = 0. 
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64.2) J?x IlfWll dt < 00. 
(A.3) ,4(t) is a B(P,Z)-valued continuous function on (--co, 01. 
(A.4) There exists a bounded self-adjoint operator valued function 
B(t) such that 
i@(t) -A(t)*) <B(t), 
LEMMA 1.6. Under the above assumptions we have for t < 0 
II Ml < Cj’ Ilf(s)ll & C= exp t -a2 ( !‘I, II WII dt) . 
Pro05 By the differential equation (1.3) we have 
fll4N = @IA(t) -A@)*1 40, W> 
+ ~~u-W> 4)) - W>Jv>) I
< VW) m7 U(t)) + 2 Ilf(0ll II Wll. 
We have, therefore, 
f II aI2 < II WI II 4t)l12 +2 IlfWll II Wll. 
We set y(t) = j J\, ]]B(s)l] ds. Let t < 0 be arbitrarily fixed and assume that 
IIu(t)ll # 0. Let a = sup(b; b < t, Ilu(b = 0). If a > -00, Ilu(s # 0 for 
s E (a, t). Therefore, 
f II 4s>ll G i II W)ll II 4s)ll + Ilf@)ll (a < s < t). 
Integrating this inequality, we can easily obtain 
cycr) ll@>ll < ewyca) Ilu(a +f Ilf(s)ll ds. 
a 
Thus we have 
II WI < eyfo) i 1IV (s)ll ds. 
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If a = -co, 11 u(s)11 >0 for s < t. By the assumption (A.l), we can choose a 
sequence {a,} such that a, > a2 > .a. -+ ---co and IIu(a,J --t 0. By the same 
argument as above, we have 
I/ u(t)11 <ey(‘)-y(aJ (I u(u,)ll + eytt) 
i^ ’ Ilf (s)ll ds. “” 
Thus we have only to let n tend to infinity. I 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let g(t) be a nonnegative C’function on (-oo,O] 
such that lim inf 1-r--co g(t) = 0. Let h(t) be a nonnegative function such that 
g’(t) < h(t) and j?, (1 - t)a-’ h(t) dt < 03, where a > 1. Then 
j 
’ (1 -t)“-‘g(t)dt< --&,” (1 -t)-’ h(t) dt. 
-02 02 
Prooj Since for t < t 
g(t) = g(z) + f g’(s) ds <g(r) + j’ h(s) ds, 
t T 
we have by taking the limes intimum 
h(s)ds<(l -t)-n+l 
I 
’ (1 -s)*-’ h(s) ds. 
-cc 
Then we see that lim t+-,(l - t)a-’ g(t) = 0 and 
J ’ (1 -t)“-‘g(t)dt= --aj -&I; (1 - ,)=-I g’(t) dt CD 
< --&; (1 -t)-’ h(t) dt. I 
m 
We can now obtain the estimate for the solution u(t) of the differential 
equation (1.3). 
THEOREM 1.8. Let the assumptions (A.lt(A.4) be satisfied, and u(t) the 
solution of (1.3). Then for any a > 1 
J 
’ (1 -t)-* Ilu(t dt 
-co 
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where C, = (a - 1)-l, 0 < EC, < 1, and 
Co = exp (j” IIWOII dt) j” IIWI dt. -a, -cc 
Prooj Let g(t) = 11 u(t)ll* and W = IIWII II Ml* + 2 Ilf(tIl II 4tIl. In 
the proof of Lemma 1.6, we have already seen that g’(t) < h(t). Thus using 
Proposition 1.7 
-’ 1 (1 -t)-* Ilu(t) dt -lx 
< c, i ’ U -~~“-‘~Il~~~~ll~~~~l1* s + llf ~~lIIl~~~~ll~~~~ (1.4) -cc 
In view of Lemma 1.6, we have 
llWl12G2j~m(l -s)-“dsj’ (1 -~)~I(f(~)Il*ds 
-cc 
Therefore, 
,< C*C,(l - ,)I-, 1’ (1 -s)” Jjf(s)Jj* ds. 
_-cc 
(1 -t)-’ Ilu(t) < C2C,jo (1 -s)~ jlf(s)jl’ds. (1.5) 
-cr! 
From (1.4) and (1.5) follows the following estimate 
I 
0 
-m (1 -O=-* IW>ll* dl 
< c*c; lo --co IlW>ll ds/’ (1 -s>* llfC9ll’ ds -03 
i ’ +2c (1 - t>“- ’ IlfWll II @>ll dt, --co 
By the Schwarz inequality, we have for any E > 0 
the second term < EC, i ’ (1 - f)a-2 IIu(r)l12 dt --co 
+ Cm&-I 
I ’ (1 - t>” llf(~>ll* df.-co 
Choosing E so small that EC, < 1, we obtain the theorem. m 
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2. AN ALGEBRA OF PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We briefly review some of the properties of pseudo-differential operators; 
see, e.g., Kumanogo [7] for further discussions. 
A pseudo-differential operator (Ps.D.Op.) P is the operator defined by 
where f(c) is the Fourier transform off: 
f(c) = jRn e-“y(x) dx. 
The function p(x, {) is usually called the symbol of P and is denoted by o(P). 
THEOREM 2.1 (L’-Boundedness Theorem). Suppose p(x, [) E 
P(R: x R’;) and ID;aFp(x, ()I < C,,(Q-lD1, (c) = (1 + ]<]2)“2. Then we 
have 
where the constant C depends only on n and 
lPI= sup x 3ER” ,,+;,, W’ Iw?gP(x~ OL 
. 
m being a constant depending only on n. 
We shall use in this paper the following type of weighted pseudo- 
differential operators. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let p be a constant 20; p(x, <) E WPD@) if 
sup (x)” + la’ w lwfP(x, 41 < UJ for any a, /I. 
X.SER” 
A Ps.D.Op. P is said to belong to WPD@) if its symbol belongs to 
WPD@). We set 
Jplm,p = sup 2: (X>“+‘*‘(r>‘4’ Ip:a;P(x,r)l. 
x.IER” lal.lDl<m 
THEOREM 2.3 (Asymptotic Expansion of the Product). Let P,, P, be 
Ps.D.Op.‘s with symbol pj(x, r) E WPD(,U~) (j = 1, 2). Then their product 
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P,P, is also a Ps.D.Op. E WPD(,u, + ,uJ and its symbol a(P, PI) is 
expanded as 
for all N, where rN(x, r) satisJies 
Here piy’(x, <) = (r)ly’ 8[p,(x, C), pzCB)(x, 0 = (x>“’ D%pkx, 8, and m is a 
constant depending only on n. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Asymptotic Expansion of the Adjoint). Let P be a 
Ps.D.Op. with symbol p(x, <) E WPD@). Then its adjoint P” belongs to 
WPD@), and its symbol p*(x, c) can be expanded as 
for all N, where rN(x, <) satisfies 
Here m is a constant depending only on n and pi$ = (x)‘~‘(<)‘~’ DTaip(x, <). 
For the proof of Theorem 2.1, see [7, p. 791. Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 can be 
proved by the same methods as given in [ 7, p. 57, Theorem 1.71. 
In view of the above theorems, one can easily prove 
THEOREM 2.5. If P E WPD(u), (x)“P and P(x)” E B(L’*“; L’,“) for all 
S. 
A bounded operator A on L*(R”) is said to be decomposable with respect 
to x, if for any x, there exists A(x,) E B(L’(R”-I)) such that (Af)(x’, x,J = 
(A(x,)f(., x,))(x’) for allfE L’(R”). 
THEOREM 2.6. A Ps.D.Op. A with symbolp(x, <) E S(R*“) (the space of 
smooth functions with bounded derivatives) is decomposable with respect to 
x, if and only if (a/a&)p(x, 5) = 0. 
580/57/3-4 
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ProoJ The sufficiency is easy. To prove the necessity, we set f,(x) = 
eiuxf(x) forfE L2(R”) and u E R’. If A is decomposable, we have Af,(x) = 
e”“lAf(x). On the other hand, 
Thus we see that p(x, <‘, <, + a> =p(x, <), which Proves that (a/a&) 
P(X, C) = 0. 
3. ONE-SIDED LOCALIZATIONS 
We now begin to study the estimates of R(z) = (H - z)- ‘, H = --A + V, 
where V satisfies the assumption (A). First we introduce some notations. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let ,U > 0 and a, > 0; p(x, <, A) E IV@) if 
DEFINITION 3.2. (I) p(x, t;, A) E Sz) (E > 0) if 
(1) P(X, 6 A) E wo 
(2) p(x, <, A) = 0 if 1 ) r//J - 11 < s for any k > a,. 
(II) s, = u,.,,, s2. 
For a Ps.D.Op. P(A), P(l) E S, (or IV@)) means that its symbol belongs 
to S, (or W(U)). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P(I) E S,. Then for any s > 5, there exists a 
constant C > 0 such that 
(1) IIWWW * %fll,,< Cu’ Ilfll,, A > a,. 
(2) IIR@ f i0) P(A)*fll-, < CA-’ llfll-,, A > a,. 
Proof We put po(x, {, A) =p(x, r, ~)(l<l’/k - 1)-l. Then the Ps.D.Op. 
P,(A) with symbol p,(x, r, 1) belongs to S,. Let Ho = -A and R,(z) = 
(Ho - z)-‘. Then we have 
P(A) R,(A f i0) = 
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By the resolvent equation 
P(1) R(l * i0) = + P,(A) - + P&i) VR(3, f i0). 
Now we have by Theorem 2.3 
qN(x, c, A) E W(N). Therefore we have 
P(l)R(A l i0) = f j&(A) t -K‘ 
&N 
VaP,@) R(A f i0) t QN(A) R(l f iO> , 
I 
(3.1) 
where V, = D,“V, P,(A) E S,, Q,(l) E W(N). 
Since V, = O(IXI-‘~‘-‘O), for any fE L**’ (s > i), V,P,(I) R(A f iO)f 
and Q&) R(A + iO)fbelong to L*,- Y+Eo. Moreover 
G+ (Ilfll-,+,, + 1 IIP&>R@ f %f-,+ llfllj. Inl<N 
This shows P(A) R (A * iO)f~ L ‘,- yt ‘0 for any P(d) E S, . We use this fact 
to the right-hand side of (3.1) to see that P(A) R@ f iO)fE L**- yf 2Eo. 
Repeating this procedure, we obtain finally P(1) R(A f iO)fE L**‘. The 
inequality (1) also follows from (3.1). Taking the adjoint, one obtains 
(2). I 
DEFINITION 3.4. (I) Let a, > 0 be arbitrarily fixed. p+(x, <, A) E St) 
(E > 0) if 
(1) P*(X, r9 A> E @v), 
(2) P*(x,~,~)=O~~II~~/~-II>E,~>U,, 
(3) p+(x,&Il)=Oifz?.[<-1 tc (x^ = x/l-+, 
p-(x,&I)=Oif$. [> l-s, 
(4) p+ (x, <, A), with all of its derivatives, is continuous for A > a,. 
(11) s, = u,,,, 1 s:d’. 
The main purpose of this section is to prove 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let P+(l) E S, . Then for any s > 4, there exists a 
constant C > 0 such that 
We shall give the proof for P-(A) R(A + i0). Since it is necessary to 
consider R(z) (Im z > 0) instead of R(3, + iO), we introduce a complex 
version of P-(A). 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let a, > 0. Let E’ be a small positive constant and 
Z={zEC;Rez>a,,O<Imz<s’]. 
For ,D > 0, p(x, 5, z) E G(U) if 
sup (x)fl + Ia’ (ry ) w; P(X, r, z>l < co for any a, /3. 
ZfI,X,lERQ 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let Z be as above. 
(I) p-(x, t, z) E S(E) (E > 0) if 
(1) P-(X, r, 2) E fw9, 
(2) P-(x,~,z)=O~~II~J/~-II>E,ZEZ, 
(3) pP(x,<,z)=Oif,?.[> l-s, 
(4) p-(x, <, z), with all of its derivatives, is continuous for z E I. 
(II) s- = UO<E< i S(E). 
We now localize the Schrodinger equation in the momentum space. F 
coo = (co;,..., wi) E S”-’ such that 04 > 0. Let 
Ij,=(wES”-‘;(o-uO~<&). 
We choose E small enough so that 
Ij,,c{uES”-‘;w,>O}. 
Choose p(c) E C”(R”) and I&O) E Coo(Sn-‘) such that 
PC3 = 1 if (l4-1\<~/2, 
=o if ( ItI - 1 I > e, 
w(o) = 1 if WEoE, 
= 0 if w 6G ozE. 
‘ix 
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We set 
(3.2) 
By 4(D, z), we mean the Ps.D.Op. with symbol d(& z), 
Let us define 
u(z) = R (z)J (3.3) 
Then we have 
where [ , ] denotes the commutator ([A, B] = AB - BA). We split V into 
two parts: V= V, + V2, where V, E CT@“) and supxGRII] V,(x)] is 
suffkiently small. Then 
(-A + v, - z> #(a z> u(z) = WA z)f- [K $vA z)] u(z) - v* @A z) u(z). 
(3.4) 
From our construction of @(l, z), we can find constants a,, a2, b, , 6, > 0, 
b, < 1 such that 
suPP #(k z) = {< = (l’, 6,) E R”; a, < ]<‘I < b,, a2 < <, < b,}, 
I 
where supp, Q(<, z) means the support of #(<, z) as a function of r. 
Choose w, E P(R”-I), wZ E P(R”) such that 
w,(C) = 1 a, -c lt’l <b,, 
=o It”l<a,-~,/t’I>b,+~, 
w,(r) = 1 a2(4,<b2, 
=o t,, < a, - E, t, > b, + E. 
Note that 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Re(z - V,(x) - I<‘]‘) rq,(c’/\/Rer) > Const. Re z > 0, 
Wz - VI(x) - ICI*) w,(t’/fi) Z 0, 
(3.7) 
hold for z E I. One can easily see that (-A + V, -z) #(D, z) is a Ps.D.Op. 
with symbol 
[cl - l(z - V,(x)- K’12) w*(~‘/@31”‘1 
x IL + ((2 - vl(x> - ICI21 w,W~N”*l4(~~ z>. (3.8) 
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One can now reduce the Schrtjdinger equation to the first order pseudo- 
differential equation. 
LEMMA 3.8. For z E Z, dejke u(z) = R(z)f; 
4% C’, z) = [(z - V,(x) - lt’12) vl(r’/jh=)l”2, 
go(4 r, z) = (l, + 4x, C’, z)) - ’ w2wj/4a. 
Let A(z), G,(z) be the Ps.D.Op.‘s with symbols a(x, {‘, z), g,(x, r, z), respec- 
tively. Then for any integer N > 1 
t 
f&w, W,z)u(z) 
n 
= Go(z) W, z)f- Go(z) v,@4 z) 4~) - Go(z)lK W 211 u(z) 
- (x)-l -PcN)(z) u(z) + Q,(z) u(z), (3.9) 
where fi PCN)(z) E m(O), @ Q,(z) E I?(N), and supp, C@‘“‘(Z)) 
(~4 = SUPP,#, z)for any x E A". 
Proof We multiply (3.4) by G,(z). The asymptotic expansion of the 
symbol of G,(z)(-d + V, - z) #(O, z) is 
(5, - 4x3 <‘9 z>) $(L z) 
(see (3.8)). Since F gO(x, <, z) E p(O) by (3.7), fi q&, r, z) E 
m(N), Taking into account of the assumption 0: V(x) = 0(1x 1 -‘a’-Eo), we 
can rewrite the above asymptotic expansion as 
(t, - 4% t’, 2)) q@, z> + (x>-‘- E”P(NYX, t-7 z) + %v(x, r, z), 
where @ p”“‘(x, c, z) E q(O), * q,,,(x, <, z) E R(N). 8 
LEMMA 3.9. A(z) defined in Lemma 3.8 is decomposable with respect to 
x,: A(z)= V(z,x,)l~=-,. For z E Z, there exists a bounded self-adjoint 
operator (on L’(R”-‘)) valued continuous function B(z, x,) such that 
Im A (z, x,,) > Bk x,), ZEZ,X,ER’, 
SUP 1 ' llB(z,xn>ll h, < 00. ZEI -co 
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ProoJ: That A(z) is decomposable follows from Theorem 2.6. A@, xn) is 
also a Ps.D.Op. on L2(Rn-‘) with symbol a(~‘, x,, <‘, z). The asymptotic 
expansion of the symbol of Im A(z, x,) = (1/2i)(A(z, x,) - A(z, x,J*) is 
where 
(see Theorem 2.4). (3.7) shows that Im a(x, <‘, z) > 0 and c(x, <‘, z) = 
(Im a(x, c’, z))“* is a smooth function. In fact, since 
c(x, <‘, z)’ = Y/ [ 2(X2 + Y2) l’* + 2X] I’* 
A-= W z - b(x) - It’l*) w,(t’l&& 
Y = Im zwI (<‘/a), 
we have only to choose w,(<‘) in such a way that r~/i(<‘)“’ is C”. Thus if we 
let C(z, x,) be the Ps.D.Op. with symbol c(x, l’, z), we have 
4% x,> * W, x,)> = Im a(~, t’, z) + b, (x, t’, z), 
where 
We have, therefore, 
Im A k 4 = c(z, x,)* c(z, x,) + B(Z, x,,), 
where B(z, x,J is a Ps.D.Op. with symbol having the same estimates as in 
(3.10). This B(z, x,) is the desired one. I 
LEMMA 3.10. Let x(w)E Cm(Snwl) be such that suppxc {WE S”-‘; 
co,, < 0). Choose pO(x) E C”(R”) so that pO(x) = 1 if Ix] > 2; p,,(x) = 0 ij- 
]x( < 1. Let P(z) be the Ps.D.Op. with symbol pO(x) x(x/(x]) #(r, z). Then for 
any s > f and any integer N > 1, there exist P,(z), P*(z) E g-, such that 
IIP(z> 4zIls-, G C/@aIwvlIs + Ilfll-N 
+ IIP*@) ills- 1 -E. + II Hz>ll -AA 
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where the constant C is independent of z E I, Im z > 0. Moreover, for 
j= 1,2, 
s”pP 0(pj(z))(x3 4 c s”rP $(k z, for any x E R”, 
suPp o(pj(z))(x~ r) C {Xi * e, < El } forany (E R”, 
x 
where 2 = x/JxI, e, = (0 ,..., 0, l), and E, is a positive constant which can be 
chosen arbitrarily small. 
Proof: Choose E, small enough and f((w) E Cm(Sn-‘) so that 
i(u) = 0 0, > E,, 
= 1 0, <o. 
In particular f(u) = 0 if w E qZP. (Recall that ojzC= (w E S”-‘; 
~w-~“~<2~}and~(~,z)=Oif~@U~,.) 
For x, < 0, Eq. (3.9) in Lemma 3.8 can be rewritten as: 
( 
,f -$ - A(z, XJ) #(a z> u(z) = i &>T 
n j=l 
where 
gl(z) =~o(x>iWlxl) Go(z) W z1.L 
gdz) = (1 -ho> Go(z) W, z)f, 
gdz) = -~oCW~llxO GoWK WA 4~) 
- (X)-‘-EOPO(X)~(x/IXl)p(N)(Z) u(z), 
g&l = -(I -~o(x>>{Go(W> W, ~11 + (x)-‘-~~P(~)(~I u(z) 
+ Go(z) v, #VA z> u(z) + Q,(z) u(z). 
Now, we regard the above equation as an ordinary differential equation 
defined for x, ( 0 on L2(Rn-I). For Im z > 0, U(Z) E L*(R”). Therefore, 
‘;lnlin,ll u(z)(., x,)lIL*(R”-‘) = 0. 
n 
Thus, in view of Theorem 1.8 and Lemma 3.9, we have for any s > 4 
I O (1 + Ix,()*- II VW z> dz)(., xJll* dx, --oo 
(1 + IxnI12’ II gj(Z)(*, XnII* dxn. 
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Theorem 2.3 shows that 
~~o(x)li(xllxOGo(z)d(~,~)=P~(~)+P~,~(~), 
where P,(z) E g-, PN, 1(z) E p(N). More precisely, 
SUFP 4P,(z))(x, 0 = supp #(L z) forany xER”, 
SUPP 4P,(z>>k 0 = S~PPf~X/l4) for any <E R”. 
x x 
Thus we have 
(I0 
--co 
(1 + lx,l)2s II g,(z>(*, xJ12 q “2 
< II s*(z)II, G ~/~wwflls + Ilflls-TV>* 
It is easy to see that 
(I0 
-m 
(1 + Ix,l)2”~Il g,@)(*, x,>l12 + II g&)(*3 x,>l121 dx,) “2 
G c/d=(llfll-N + II 4z>lls-fv)~ 
Again in view of Theorem 2.3, we have 
~~oWiWl4) Go(zNK W,z)l = W-VW +&&)I~ 
where P;(z) E g-, P;,Jz) E l?(N), 
supp dW))(x, 0 c supp #(L z) forany xER”, 
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SUPP 4PXz)>(x, t-1 c SUPPi@/lXl> for any <E R”. 
x x 
Therefore we have 
(J’ --co (1 + Ix,lF II g&N’9 xnw dX”j 1’2 
< II g&>lls G c/JRezww Wlls-l-cO + II~(ZLN>~ 
where P2(z) E s-, 
SUPP W,@))(x, 4 = suPP #(r9 z) forany xER”, 
I d 
SUPP 4P2(z))(x, 0 = ~~PPWIXI) for any <E R”. 
x x 
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On the other hand, since in the cone {x; x/lx 1 E supp x}, 1 x( and Ix,, ( are 
comparable, we have 
I~p(z)u@)IL~cjO (1 +lx,I)2(s-1) II~(~,z)u(z)(~,x”)~l*dx”. 
-cc 
This inequality, together with the above estimates, proves Lemma 3.10. 1 
We can now prove the following fundamental estimate. 
THEOREM 3.11 (Fundamental Estimate). Let u(z) = R(z)fand y > 4. We 
choose y sufJiciently close to i. Let P_(z) E 92’. Then for any s > f, any 
N> 1 and a’, 0 < E’ < min(e, l), there exist constants L, C independent of 
z E I such that 
IIP-(z) 4z)ll- 1 
G c/d= i IlpYY4flls + llfll --N + i IIPlmY4 u(z)ll- y) rn=l !?I=1 
+ c II u(z>ll -NY 
where P;“‘(z) E s(E’) and supp, a(Pjm’(z))(x, c) is contained in a sufficiently 
small neighborhood of supp, a(P-(z))(x, <) for any x E R”. 
Proof: Choose two sufficiently line partitions of unity {vi}, (xk} on 
P-l, and let 
ajk(X7 t; Z) = P(X) Xk(4 Vj(t) P- (x9 t; Z), (3.11) 
where p(x) E C”(R”), p(x) = 1 for 1x1 > 2, p(x)=0 for 1x1 < 1. Since 
P-(z) E S’E’, we can assume without loss of generality that ajk(x, l; z) = 0 if 
suppxk and supp vj are not disjoint. If they are disjoint, we can choose 
w, x E: P(S”-i) such that 
v(w) = 1 on SUPP Vj, 
x(m) = 1 on supp xk, 
and supp w, suppx are contained in sufficiently small neighborhoods of 
SUPP Wj, SUPP Xk’ In particular, they are disjoint. Let pi(x), p*(r) E C”O(R”) 
be such that 
P,(X) = 1 for Ix\>; 
=o for /xl <a, 
P*(C) = 1 for lItI- 
=o for (Id-1 
< 6 
> 2E. 
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Take note that 
PICxT ti ‘1 ujk(x, t; z, = ajk(X, t; Z)* (3.12) 
Let A(z), P,(z) be the Ps.D.Op.‘s with symbols ujk(x, c; z), p,(x, & z). Then 
by (3.12) 
a(A(z) ‘l(‘)> = ujk(X, t; z, + C $ap”j,(xv <; Z) D,“p,(X, (; Z) 
l<lol<N * 
+ q&, r; z>, 
where m qN(x, <; z) E ?&Jr). Since ujk(x, <; z) E ,!?(E), one can easily see 
that m ayajk(x, <; z) E s(E) if [a[ > 1. Thus we have 
A(z) =A(z)PAz) + (d=)-‘(W’ P&l + Q,(z)), (3.13) 
Since [IA(z) P,(z) u(z)lls..., < C I/P,(z) u(z)~/~... r, we can apply Lemma 3.10 to 
see that 
llA(z> Nz)lI,-1 G c/d= vwlls + Ilfll-N 
+ IIW) wlls-l-,o 
+ IIP*(z) ~(ZIIS-2 -I- IIW-NJ, (3.14) 
where P;(z), P;(z) E s-, and for any x E R", 
supp a(fy(z))(x, 0 SuspP @S(z))(x, 0 = S”PP V,(z))(x, 0 
I 
Since supp, W,(z))(x, t) is contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood 
of SUPP, oU’-(z))(x, 0, P;(z), f’b( 1 1 z a so h ave the same property. One can 
also see that P;(z), P;(z) E s(E’) for some E’, 0 < E’ < min(1, E). 
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Taking notice of p(x)p-(x, 4; z) = Cj,k a,&, <; z), we have in view of 
(3.14), 
IIP-(z) 4z)ll,-, 
< C/\/Re z 
-i i II cYws + llfll -N VI=1 
+ $* IIcY 4z)lL L -to) + II f4zLv~ (3.15) 
where P;“‘(z) E S!!‘), 0 < E’ < min(1, E), and suppl a(Pj”‘(z))(x, <) is 
contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood of supp, o(P-(z))(x, l) for 
any x E R”. 
If s - a,, > 4, we can use (3.15) to estimate the term IIP$“‘(z) u(z)II,_i_, . 
Thus we can replace s - 1 - e0 by s - 1 - 2~~ in (3.15). We can repeat thfs 
process j times as long as s -js, > f. Finally we arrive at the desired 
result. I 
It is now easy to prove Theorem 3.5. In fact, letting z tend to 3, + i0 in 
Theorem 3.11, we have 
IIP-(A + iO> 42 + iOIL < WIl,l~ + II 4A + WI-J 
G c/G Ilfll,~ 
where we have used Theorem 1.2 to estimate IIu(A + iO)ll~ Y. 
Utilizing Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 3.5, one can easily show 
THEOREM 3.12. Let P*(l) E S, . Then for any s > f 
(1) IP,W* W f WLl G C/d Ilfll,~ 
(2) IIW l WU4fllLs G C/G Ilfll~,. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let P+(l) E S,. Then for any s > $ 
WY’ P&> RCA f WI- 1 < Gil”‘- ‘)” Ilfll, 
for m = 0, 1,2, where (D) means the Ps.D.Op. with symbol (0. 
In fact, we have only to take note that D;P,(A) = (fl)la’ P:“‘(A) for 
some P!.$(lz) E S, . 
We conclude this section taking notice that Theorem 1 stated in the 
Introduction follows from Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.5 by the suitable 
division of the symbol a@‘,). 
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4. TWO-SIDED LOCALIZATIONS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Two symbols p(x, <; A), q(x, <; A) E W(0) are said to 
form a disjoint pair if 
inf 
x~Rn,l>a~ 
dis(wpp(x, &A), SUPP&, <;A)) > 0, 
I I 
where dis(A, B) denotes the distance of two sets A, B c R”. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let P(1), Q(n) E S, form a disjoint pair. Then for any 
s>o 
Proof. By (3.1) we have 
+ QN(l) R(l f iO> Q(J) ( 3 (4.1) 
where PO(~), Pa@> E S,, QN(l) E UN, and {P&h Q@>h {P,@>, Q(n)1 
are disjoint pairs. By Theorem 2.3, P,,(A) Q(A) E W(N) for any N. 
Theorem 2.4, combined with Theorem 3.3(2), shows that 
IIR(,l f i0) Q@)fll-, < C/p Ilfll-, if s > f. Making use of these to the 
right-hand side of (4.1) we have 
Taking the adjoint and using the asymptotic expansion of the symbol, we 
have for any s > f 
Applying this inequality to the right-hand side of (4.1), we obtain for s > f 
IV’@) NJ f iO> Q@)flls+2,, G C/l Ml,. 
Taking note of the adjoint 
IIfV>R@ * iO> Q@>fll-, GC/G llfll-s-~c,. 
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We repeat this procedure to see that for any s > f and N 2 1 
lip@) Ro, f io) QWlls+,,& C/k Ilfllx~ 
IIW, W + iO> QW-s G C/G Ilfll-s-NC,. 
Applying Theorem 1.5 to the above inequalities, we conclude the proof. 1 
THEOREM 4.3. Let P,(A) E S, and Q(A) E S,. Suppose that (P+(l), 
Q@>h {P-V>, Q(a)1 are disjoint pairs. Then for any M, N > 0 
II Q@> WA f iO> f’, WIIM < C/l llfll-N~ II>a,. 
ProoJ We again utilize (3.1). 
Q(a) R (a* iO> P,(a) 
where Q&), Q,(n) E S,, QN(a> E WV, and {Q,@>, P,@)l, IQ,@>, 
P*(A)} are disjoint pairs. Using Theorem 3.12(2), we can argue as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.3 to see that for any M, N > 0 and 1 > a, 
II Q@> R(J * iW’,(4fllM < C/A Ilfll-N* I 
Taking the adjoint in Theorem 4.3, one can show 
THEOREM 4.4. Let P+(a), Q(a) b e as in Theorem 4.3. Then for any 
M,N>OandA>a, 
llP$> RCA + iO> Q@)flL G Cl& Ilfll-N* 
THEOREM 4.5. Let P+(A) E S,, Q(A) E W(0). Suppose {P+(A), Q(A)} 
and {P-(l), Q(A)} are disjoint pairs. Then for any s 2 0 and y > 4 
(1) IIP,@)W f 0 Q@>fll, QCl& IlfllyT J > aos 
(2) IIQ@>R@ f iO)P,(~)flI-,< Cl@ Ilfll-,, A> a,. 
Proof: Let u(n) = R(I1+ iO)f. By Theorem 3.11 we have for any s > f 
IIF @)(I,- I< Cl& ( m$l IIJY(~) Q@>flL +II QG>fll --N 
+ & IIp:m)(a) u(a,ll-yj + c IIu(a)lI-N? 
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where $“‘(A) E S- and {P:,m’(A), Q(A)} is a disjoint pair. Since 
Pim’(A) Q(A) E W(N) for any N, the first term of the right-hand side is 
majorized by C llfll-N. Th e second term is obvious. The remainder terms are 
estimated from above by C 11 u(A)ll-,< C/G I/f/l,. This shows (1); (2) 
follows from the adjoint of (1). 1 
THEOREM 4.6. Let P+(A) E S, and {P+(A), P-(A)} be a disjoint pair. 
Then for any s > 0 
ll(D)“l P,(A) R(l f i0) P,(1)(D)m2fl(, < CA(m1+m2-1)‘2 Ilfll --s 
forA>a,andm,,m,=O,l. 
ProoJ Theorem 4.5 shows that for any s > 0 
lip-WW + iO>P+(4flls < C/G Ilflly~ 
IIP-@)R(~ + iO)P+(~)SII-,< C/G Ilfll-,. 
Interpolating these, we obtain the theorem for m, = m, = 0. In order to treat 
the other case, we have only to take note that for Ial = 1 D,“P-(A) = 
fl P\(A) for some PI(A) E S- and that {Pi(A), P+(A)} is a disjoint 
pair. I 
Theorem 2 in the Introduction now follows from the above theorems by 
the suitable division of the symbol a(P*). 
5. MICRO-LOCAL APPROXIMATION OF RESOLVENTS 
Let Vi(x), R,(z) b e as in Section 1. The following theorem is concerned 
with the approximation of R(z) by Rj(z) and will play an important role in 
the study of the asymptotic properties of the scattering matrices for 
Schrodinger operators. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let P,(A) E S, be such that {P+(A), P-(A)} is a disjoint 
pair. Then for any M, N > 0 and 0 < 8 < 1 
ll(D>“‘P&)(R@ f iO> -xj(A f iONU4W?flIM 
< cA(mt+m2-*)/2j-e&0 Ilfll N \ 
for~>a,,m,,m,=O,l. 
Proof: Letting q(x) = V(x) - Vj(x), we have 
R(1+ i0) - R# + i0) = R(A + i0) FjRj(A + i0). 
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We set 
Wj(n) = Rj(A + i0) p+ (A)f, 
uj(A) = R (I + i0) pj wj(L). 
From Theorem 3.11 follows that for any s > 4 
IIp-CA> uj(a>lls-l G c/di (2 llP’l”‘(n> ‘jwj(A)lls 
+ II yl,,j,ll-N + X IIp~“‘(~) ujCn,ll-y) m 
+ c II q4l -NY 
where Z’!/)(A) E S- and {Pi*‘(A), P+(A)} is a disjoint pair. 
Let us estimate the each term of the right-hand side of (5.1). 
(5.1) 
LEMMA 5.2. For s > 0 
IIF’ pjwj(nIls < %W’~ Ilfll~-S* 
Proof: By the asymptotic expansion 
CT(P’,“‘(l) Vj) = 2 ’ aFO(Pim’(A)) Of: vj(X) + j- E”qN(x, <; A), 
lul<N a! 
where q,(x, r; A) E W(N). Thus the lemma follows from Theorem 3.12 and 
Theorem 4.6. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Ifs > 3 and y > f, 
II pjwjlll-s G ~/&PIlflly~ 
Proof. Theorem 3.12(2) shows that 
II pjwjlll-s < WE0 IIRjCn. +io>P+(~)fll,-, 
G WWO Ilfllz-s 
< C/fij-Eo llfll,. I 
LEMMA 5.4. Ifs > $ and y > $ 
Il”j(AI-s Q C/IZJ’-E@ Ilflly+Ie 
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ProoJ: Take w,-,(r) E Cm@“) so that ~~(0 = 1 for ) Iti - 11 < s/2 
wo(O = 0 for ) ItI - 1) > E, (8 > 0 sufficiently small) and let I+v,(~) = 
1 - w,(r). We define 
It is evident that 
z+l) = R(L + iO)(Qj')@) + Qjm)(A)) wj(L). 
Since y/,(D/&) E S,, we have by Theorem 3.3 
for y > $. Therefore 
Choose p+(t)E Cm@‘) so that I+ +P-(t)= 1, p+(t)= 1 for r > 4, 
p-(t) = 1 for t ( - i, Then Q;“‘(A) = Q;“:(A) + #o)(n), where QjT(A) is a 
Ps.D.Op. with symbol pj(x) p* (2 . [) w,(</fl). Take pO(x) E C”O(R”) such 
that pa(x) = 1 for 1x1 > 2, pa(x) = 0 for 1x1 < 1 and define A f (1) as the 
Ps.D.Op. with symbol pa(x) p,(f . [) wo(r/&). It is easy to see that 
A,(L) E S, and 
Qj”:(i) = fjA +(A). 
By the asymptotic expansion we have 
o(TiA+@) -A+@) pj) = - 1 
l<lCTl<N 
q,(x, <; A) E W(N). We divide aFa(A +(A)) into two parts, one containing the 
derivatives of p+(x? . [) only and the other containing the derivatives of 
w,(&‘\/;z). Then we see that 
where B-(A) E S_ , Q&) E W(N), and R,(l) E S, . Thus we have 
R@ + i0) Qjy(d) wj(/l) = R(/Z + iO)A+(I1) Fjwj(L) +jeFOR(IZ + i0) 
x t(x)-’ B-(A) + Q,(A) + Rco@)) w,(n). 
580/57/3-5 
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The term containing R,(A) can be treated similarly to (5.2). From 
Theorem 3.12 and Lemma 5.3 follows that 
On the other hand, we have by Theorem 1.2 and 3.12 
11 j-““R(i + iO)(x)-’ K(A) Wj(A)ll-, 
< C/&j-EoIIB-(~)Rj(~ +io>P+(~)fll,-, 
We can also show as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 
llj-“40, + i0) Q,(n) wj@>II-, <;jeEo IIfII,. (5.5) 
It remains to estimate R(A + i0) Qj”_‘(A) wj(A). Since Q;?(A) = vjA -(A), 
A -(A) E S- , we have in view of Theorem 3.5 
II Q)“(l) wj(~>lly G C/&P Ilfll,+ 1. 
Therefore 
IIR@ + iO> QS!<J> wj(~)ll-s <~jwco Ilfll,+,a (5.6) 
The proof is now completed by (5.2)-(5.6). I 
LEMMA 5.5. For any y > 4 and 0 < 0 < 1, 
IIPY@) uj(n>ll-y< C/fiPo Ilfll,+~~ 
Proof. Since Pim)(A) E S- and {Pim)(A), P+(A)} is a disjoint pair, we can 
apply Theorem 4.6 to 
Pim)(L) uj(A) = Pam’ R(I t i0) P, (A)f- P\m’Rj(A + i0) P, (A)f 
to see that 
IIp!!“‘(‘) uj(n)llM G c/fi llfll -N (5.7) 
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for any M, N > 0. Interpolating (5.7) and the estimate in Lemma 5.4, we 
have for any 0 < 19 < 1 
Thus for given y > 1 and 0 < 19 < 1, we have only to choose M in such a way 
that --&+(I --@Ma--y. 8 
Applying Lemmas 5.2-5.5 to the right-hand side of (5.1) we have 
for s, y > 4. Similarly one can show 
lIP+(~)*(W - 0 -Rj(A - iO>>P-(~)*flls--l <~j eeOkfl~,+~ 
for s, y > 4. (Repeat the above procedures carefully.) Taking the adjoint 
I/P-@)@(A + iO)-Rj(l + iO))P+@)fll-,-, <~~~“‘“llfll~-s~ (5.9) 
Interpolating (5.8) and (5.9) we have 
for any M, N > 0. We have thus proved the theorem for m, = m2 = 0. The 
proof of the other cases are easy, hence is omitted. i 
THEOREM 5.6. Let P*(l) E S, , Q(l) E S,. Assume that {P+(A), Q(A)}, 
(P-(J), Q(J)} are disjoint pairs. Then for any M, N > 0 and 0 < 0 < I, 
for 1 > a, > 0. 
Prooj Theorem 4.4 shows that for any M, N > 0 and 1 > a, 
II P- (~)(RP + i0) - Rj(A + iON Q@)fll~ G$ llfll-Ne (5.10) 
We choose w,,(c), w,(c) E C”(R”) such that W,,(T) + w,(r) = 13 W,(C) = 1 
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for IIt-llcf, supp v0 c {c; t < ]<I < $ }. We split P-(A)@@ + i0) - 
R,(A + i0)) Q(A) into two parts: 
P-(A)(R(J- + i0) - Rj(A + iO)> Q(A) 
= P-(l) R(1+ i0) vjw,(D/&) R,(A + i0) Q(A) 
+ P-(A) R(A + i0) PjW,(o/@) Rj(i + i0) Q(A). 
Since w,(D/fl) E S,, we have in view of Theorem 3.3(l) 
llP_(l)R(A + i0) pjv,(D/&)Rj(J t iO> Q(~)fll~:,<~j-~"lIfll, (5.11) 
for y > i. 
Let POE C”(R’) b e such that p+(t) +P-(t) = 1, p+(t) = 1 for t > $, 
p-(f)=1 for t<-$. Let Q;?(A) be the Ps.D.Op. with symbol 
Vj(x) p,(i . [) wO(</@). Then by Theorem 3.3(2) and Theorem 3.12(2), we 
have for s > 3 
We can also see by Theorem 3.5, for y > i 
Summing up, we have shown that if s > 2 
IIP-(k)R(I, + i0) FjWo(D/&) Rj(l t i0) Q(n)fll-, G GTE0 Ilfll,. (5.12) 
In view of (5.11) and (5.12), we see that for s > i 
IIP-(l)(R(A t io) -Rj(l t io)) Q(~)fll-, G +YEo Ilflls~ (5.13) 
Interpolating (5.10) and (5.13), we obtain Theorem 5.6. 1 
Taking the adjoint in Theorem 5.6, we can show 
THEOREM 5.7. Let P*(A), Q(l) b e as in Theorem 5.6. Then for any 
M,N>OandO<$< 1, 
II Q@)(R(i f io) - Rj(l f io)) P, (~)fll,,, Q~Yoeo llfll pN 
for A > a,. 
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We can argue in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 5.6 to show 
THEOREM 5.8. Let P(I), Q(n) E S, be such that {P(A), Q(I)} is a 
disjoint pair. Then for any M, N > 0 and 0 < 0 < 1, 
for 2 > a,. 
In order to prove Theorem 3 stated in the Introduction, we have only to 
split a(P*) suitably and apply Theorems 5.1, 5.6-5.8. 
6. LOCAL SINGULARITIES OF THE POTENTIAL 
Our results, except for the behavior as A--$ co of the norms of the relevant 
operators, can be extended to potentials with local singularities. Suppose V is 
split into two parts, V= VL + V,, where V, satisfies the assumption (A) and 
V, is a real function of compact support belonging to the Stummel class (see 
Ikebe & Saito [4] for the precise definition). Let H= -A + V, HL = 
-A+V,, R(z)=(H-z)-‘, and RL(z)=(HL-z)-‘. We set H,,=-A and 
R,(z) = (H,, - z)-‘. Then one can easily show 
V,R,(-1) E B(L*,+‘; LZqN) for any A4, N > 0. (6.1) 
THEOREM 6.1. Let P, be as in the Introduction. 
(1) Foranys>fand1>a,>O 
Ilp,R(~ f iO)fll,- l G CL Ilfll, 
(2) Zf P, satisfy the assumption in Theorem 2, for any M, N > 0 and 
A>a,>O 
lIf’,W l iO)P,fil,,<C~* i/f/i-N. 
(3) Let x(x> b 
Rj(z) = (Hj -z)-‘, 
e as before Theorem 3. We set V,(x) =x(x/j) V,(x) and 
where Hj = -A + Vj. Then for any M, N > 0 
IIP,(R(A f i0) -Rj(A f i0)) P, f (licI< CA~-Eo’z Ilf I(--N 
for 1 > a, > 0. 
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ProoJ By the resolvent equation we have 
R(3, - iO)P- 
= R,(,l - iO)P- - R(3, - i0) V,R,(-l)(H, + l)R,(A - iO)P-. 
The first term of the right-hand side satisfies 
I&(~ - iO)P-fll-, < Cl& IlfllI-, (s > i). 
For y > f, the L2’-Y norm of the second term is estimated from above by 
C IIR,(n - ~W’Jll,~,-s~ CA llflll-, (s > $1, 
where we have used Theorem 1, Theorems 1.2, 1.4, and (6.1). We have thus 
shown that 
IlW - WP-J-11-s < Cl Ilfll,-s (s > f). 
Taking the adjoint we obtain (1); (2) and (3) can be proved by a similar 
method of perturbation. I 
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